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This game is called answer the question you get infinite questions its a game about math. If you are studying and want to play a
game choose this one this game has addition so start playing and get smart!
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Completely broken,
Both the Campaign and Mission Editor does not work with the DLC units.
its fixed and good now. who doesnt want to be pharoah? very old. very old grfx. but still fun. similar to imperium romana and
grand ages or tropico. but older.. A pretty cool multiplayer game... but the multiplayer is completely and utterly dead. And now
the game is basically forgotten.

RIP.. An amazing game lore-wise, music-wise, character-wise, art-wise, gameplay-wise, and pretty much everything-wise.. It
looks kind of a sick game, but I think it's enjoyable. Plan how to place weapons to break your own record, and find an unique
way with using your creativity.. Farlight Explorers starts off in a procedurally generated galaxy. Selecting which planet you
which to colonize and proceeding to land you then get to work scanning the unknown surface for raw materials to forge into
base components. Thankfully your ship contained enough food and oxygen for several days so you stand some chance of
survival.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq6fXZG65Jo
The initial aim of the game as mentioned is to survive. While I have not run into hostile creatures yet I assume they exist as you
are able to craft weapons, turrets and body armour. There seemed no dire need to focus on these and your time and resources
were better spent on setting up a self-sustained base. Main structures all needed to be placed on platforms but there were
elevators and other craftables for multistory designs. Most of these required power or water, which all had to be connected with
pipes or wires like lego pieces before they would function correctly.

Advanced construction seemed to be focused on automating processes. Combining conveyer belts, robot arms and furnaces
you're able to setup supply lines for harvesting resources much faster. Characters are able to research tech trees which seemed
mostly focused on making things more efficient, quicker mining speed, lower power draw etc. Another aspect of the game I've
not touched yet was the spacecraft building. Traveling around the surface you will discover space junk (which you see fall from
the skies), searching these piles results in finding harder to make items and many parts for your ship. Once you construct the
ship apparently you're able to travel between planets and setup trade routes, which should be a bunch of fun. :)

One of the other items your character started with was a jetpack, with unlimited fuel no less. You're able to fly up, rotate on axis
and fall from great heights, all planets I visited seemed to have moon-like gravity. Overall the controls and user interface were
quite good, placement of objects and player movement seemed intuitive though I'm sure the animations, graphics and layouts
will be refined with time.

For initial release Farlight Explorers is a solid game and I found myself wanting to play more. After several hours play I ran into
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no major problems at all, so if you enjoy these kind of games it's well worth shortlisting. Cheers.
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Awful, awful game. I'll start by stating the obvious, it's using the most stock assets of Raycasting Game Maker and on top of
that, using slightly altered Wolf3D sprites.

The gameplay is terrible, it just has enemies with hitscan attacks and flawless accuracy. The most viable way of getting any
progress in the game is vicious savescumming. The game starts out by giving you a gun with no ammo, so you have to know to
press Tab to switch back to your knife to kill the first enemy, meanwhile other enemies are coming for you from further away,
guns ablaze. At this point, you are meant to quickly switch back to the gun, touch the ammo drop (because, like Slaughtering
Grounds, you have to have the gun in your hand to get ammo for it) and attack them with a *projectile* based weapon. I could
go on for longer, but I think a full paragraph is more than enough for this bit.

The levels are extremely plain, the last few devolving into enemy spam levels due to an obvious lack of creativity. There is no
endgame, once you beat level 16, it just boots you back to the main menu. Not even an end screen.

The sound design is abhorrent, half the enemies have no sounds whatsoever, while others have completely unfitting alert or
death sounds (one of the enemies dying makes the sound of an alien egg from Duke3D hatching). The player eats the medkits,
there are only two tracks in the entire game, one for the menu and another for the gameplay. The one that plays during gameplay
isn't even a looping track, so it just stops every now and then and plays again.

DO NOT buy this game. Even if it's on sale. Hell, even if you got it for free, I would say it's not worth playing.. A game so fun
that I ended up playing the whole thing through over a hundred times to get a world record speedrun. If you like fast
platformers, you will love this game. Probably my second favorite platformer after Super Meat Boy. Very fun, well priced too..
An extremely fun game to play with friends. But to be critical, long play sessions do make you wish for more gamemodes and
the lack of online play does hurt the game.. This is very LOW quality game. It looks like some guy put together several levels in
some kind of editor and call it a game.

Details:
- animation of main character is made by few pictures (he is spiting every 2 seconds)
- EN texts are obviously written by non native (as this review (-: )
- "advanced" version of enemies are poorly made only by some red color overlay
- there is no easing in animations
etc.

Bigger issues:
- level design is boring and uninteresting
- control is very bad (for example you can't jump from platform to platfrom by holding left arow and jumping with up arrow,
because there is some delay and sometime jump is not recognized, so you have to stop on each platform)
- everything is repeating (animations, character sounds, enemies, everything)
- difficulty is unbalanced - if enemy walks "into" you, you are almost instantly death, but you may receive many shots with no
problem

overall - this can be good web-based game or little thing for under 1\u20ac... nothing more.... This is the best godamn thing to
grace this miserable planet. Thank you for this nirvana.. get it if you like to play mafia and werewolves. An incredibly
immersive (and optionally HUDless) world full of deeply clever puzzles and an unconventional narrative. Haven't smiled at the
solutions to so many puzzles since playing VVVVV.. I'm not a big fan of indy games but I'm a fan of games like rivet city.
You kinda grind between school, fighting to make some money, training and social life.
I have literaly play the game for 9 hours straight and it's addictive.
There is some bugs however.
I would wait a little bit to buy it but I definitively had some fun.
Planning to play all day but It just crashed.. Awesome game that feels like the real thing (without having to deal with weather
diverts and whiny pilots). My only request for future releases is to have the tower camera automatically change view to an
impending crash. All too often, I'm landing planes looking in one direction and the accident that ends my session happened atthe
other end of the runway, and I ALWAYS miss seeing it. At least if the camera pans to that direction I'll know what happened
and why I have to start over. Don't get me wrong, I don't need enough time to change something to try to prevent the accident, I
just want a second or two to understand what happened.
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